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2/9//2016 -
https://www.facebook.com/VoxNativaTaiwan/photos/a.1462468367392350.1073741828.1461582
564147597/1511751085797411/?type=3&theater
Today the 2nd day of the Chinese New Year, welcome everyone coming back to our love-filled Vox
Nativa families! Let's hear what Principal Hung (also the Chair of the Vox Nativa Association)
wanted to say...
<Learn to Love>
Taiwan Vox Nativa School entered her 8th year since it was established in 2008 in XiYi Junior High
School. The oldest Vox students are in the 12th grade. Our original goal were to gather tribal kids in
offering help in their school work and practice chorus in providing a performing platform. We
didn't expect much effect. Initially, students came one week and skipped two weeks. Came two
days and rested or three days. Till now students are complaining on school holidays. They don't
know what else better thing to do for the holidays. Holidays are so dull. Students love Vox Natva
School; they consider Vox is their second home. In school, they can master their class work, can
make many good friends, can practice chorus, can learn percussion, can have many more
opportunities to go outside to see the world.... Our NTU student volunteers wonder why these kids
are so happy to come to school at weekends and summer/winter holidays. Upon a holiday, the
elder kids who are already in High School or Junior High are so eager to come back to Vox "family".
They want to chat with their teachers, take care and share things with their junior students. And
they all wanted to share the harsh condition and the difficulties they faced in the early days. They
want to teach their junior to be appreciative and thankful all the time.
Gradually the kids grew up. High school course work and adapting to life challenge become more
and more paramount and challenges to handle. In the normal DongPu Elementary School we have
close to 20 teachers and staff to handle student and administrative matters. But in Vox Nativa
School, our resources are very limited. Then came the Teachers Akuan and Langui. They could have
enjoyed retirement. Instead, they volunteered and worked for every aspect of Vox operation in a
non-stop fashion. We had our math teaching team, they came up to our school every week, years
after years. Our accompanist teacher Chao and percussion teacher Tzu-Ling Chen. They won't
consider stipend factor and come to teach every week. It is such a hard work for them. Now we
need stable English teachers to come up every week to help our students. Due to long distance to
our school, this caused instability of our English teachers. It affects our student learning
immensely.
We held parent conferences twice a year. The parents' attendance reached ninety plus percents.
We hope the parents grow together while we educated the kids. Living in the tribes, many families
are economically challenged. They need much help: Some parents indicated that, after attending
parent meetings, they now learned how to communicate with their kids. They accompanied their
kids in study more; they challenged their kids more.... We firmly believe that if parents grow, our
kids will become better and better each day.
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Thanks to Vox Nativa Board of Directors for their support and encouragement to the Vox Nativa
Music School. Their timely critiques and suggestions, steered us to the right direction. We are also
so thankful that the love and care coming from every corner of the society. You help the
association who in turn can help the kids to continue their education. One day flip their future.
Today it is not that we have made glorious contributions to the kids. On the other hands, it is these
kids help us finding the value of our existence. The trickle became a sea; a charitable act achieved
big love. Because of you, we can get to where we are today. We want to thank the most is our Lord.
With his leading, strength over strength, blessing over blessing, we recognize that it is HE gives all
the power. He hands these kids to us, allowing us to learn how to love.


